ISLAND TRANSIT
STAFF REPORT

Date

August 31,2021

To:

City Manager
Mayor and City Council Members

From: David Smith, Executive Director
Fleet, Mass Transit and Special Events
Project location: N/A

Project: Remix Software Platform / Transit Route
Software

Request: Consider for the approval of the payment totaling $35,750 for access to the Remix Software
platform which will be funded by an ARP Technology grant for Island Transit, and authorize the City
Manager to execute the contract upon final approval by the City Attorney.
Prior Council Action
None
Background
A. The current fixed route system has not changed since Hurricane Ike. In 2007, Island Transit was
providing over 1 million trips per year. For FY 20, Island Transit is estimated to have provided
150,000 trips.
B. Galveston’s population has changed since 2007, and the trip generators have also changed since
Hurricane Ike. Island Transit has not adjusted to the change.
C. Previously, a route study would require procurement through an outside consultant and would
generally take 6-8 months to complete, and then recommend the revisions.
D. Island Transit received funding through American Rescue Plan, $790K to assist Island Transit in
operations and capital expenditures. Island Transit has set aside 600K for technology
improvements.
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E. Part of those technology improvements was to procure planning software that will assist Island
Transit in reviewing the current fixed route system. The entire project would be able to be
conducted with the procurement of the software.
F. REMIX is a web-based software platform that is accessed by users.
G. The platform pulls data from different sources that would include, census, demographics, demand
modeling, American Community survey and transit cost structures in layers for transportation
planning.
H. The platform allows transit agencies to conduct several modeling projects and see the effects of
each route, each bus stop has in terms of costs, demand, headways and efficiencies of the route
itself.
I.

REMIX also has the capability to conduct disparate impact on Title VI communities for any route
revision or bus stop changes. Something that is normally conducted manually.

J.

REMIX is the only software provider that pulls all of the information into one accessible platform
that allows a transit agency to conduct a route study in house without the added expense of an
outside consultant.

K. Community outreach and public comments can be conducted through the platform with any
recommended revisions changed, and the resulting impacts can be further discussed.
L. REMIX can be, and has been successfully procured with FTA approval for sole source
procurements.
M. Remix also has the capability to conduct modeling on Micro Transit (On Demand Services) for
future modes of transportation.
N. Remix offers an annual service option. Island Transit has asked for a three-year plan in order to
lock in the pricing. They have submitted a quote for $35,750 for three years of service that
includes implementation and training.
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Fiscal Impact Report
Requested by

David Smith
Executive Director

James Oliver
General Manager

Funding Source

Island Transit

ARP Technology Grant 100%

Total Cost

$35,750

Savings Estimation

N/A
Remix Planning License - 3 Year
Remix Scheduling License - 3 Year
Implementation Training

$
$
$
$

17,500
16,250
2,000
35,750

Alternatives
A.

Approve the request:
1.
2.
3.

B.

Cost - $35,750
Timing - as soon as possible
Departmental Improvements - will provide Island Transit with needed data in order to
provide route changes.

Do not approve the purchase:
1.
2.
3.

Cost - no additional cost at this time.
Timing - N/A
Departmental Improvements - Island Transit will lack the necessary tools required to
provide proper route changes.
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Staff Recommendation
Concur in Alternative A and approve the payment totaling $35,750 for access to the Remix Software
platform which will be funded by an ARP Technology grant for Island Transit, and authorize the City
Manager to execute the contract upon final approval by the City Attorney.
Attachments

Remix Proposal for Island
Transit
For: James Oliver, Island Transit
Date: January 22, 2021
By: Remix Software, Inc.
Alyssa Overheul

About Remix
Our vision is to empower cities to manage all aspects of transportation and create
equitable, safe, and accessible outcomes.
Remix is the only company that brings together the complete transportation picture in a single
software platform. We build products that help cities develop the best transportation outcomes for
their communities. The company was founded in 2014 out of Code for America, and has partnered
exclusively with government agencies since its founding.
Our technology enables you to see your data in one place, plan a holistic network, and build consensus
across stakeholders. Remix focuses on technology and expertise that enables transportation
professionals to do their best work through easy-to-use, visual tools to analyze and design more
livable cities, where multiple modes of transportation can thrive.
Over 325 governments around the world leverage Remix’s transportation platform. We bring the
unique expertise of working directly with over 4,000 transit planners to build a cloud-based software
platform that helps local governments build more livable communities.

Product Overview
The core data platform enables three distinct workflows for transportation professionals and
decision-makers, powered by open data and open source tools. By pulling data insights into the
planning process, local governments can design better transportation networks, safer, more
multimodal streets, and seamless integration between public and private transportation.

EXPLORE

Access and visualize all of your transportation data first
Gather context and explore problems through quick insights for custom-drawn
and existing geographical boundaries
TRANSIT PLANNING + SCHEDULING

Plan transit from vision through implementation
Design, evaluate, and collaborate all in one place - from a small detour to a full
system redesign, and everything in between. Once your plan is set, take your
vision through to blocking, runcutting, and rostering.
STREET DESIGN

Design streets for the multimodal city
Explore new street design concepts, use data to inform decisions, and move your
ideas forward, faster.
SHARED MOBILITY

Understand the impact of new modes
Coordinate shared mobility programs with partners to accomplish your safety,
equity, and sustainability goals.

Remix Proposal for Island Transit
Prepared for James Oliver,

. By Alyssa Overheul, Remix (alyssa.overheul@remix.com). Date: 01/22/2021

What do I get with
a Remix Transit
License?

A full transit planning platform for your entire agency. It’s an annual subscription
for unlimited users, and includes:

Customer
support?

Our Success Team brings years of transit experience and works with you to develop
a customized Success Plan. Each plan has three parts:

Technical
requirements?

●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Fast and accurate sketch planning using existing stop infrastructure
Instant demographic impact analysis
Instant cost estimates
Unlimited exports (excel, shapefile, KML, frequency-based GTFS, high-resolution image)
Unlimited custom data layers (polygon-based shapefiles)
Unlimited GTFS uploads
Public engagement and share features
Travel-time isochrone visualizations
Title VI Engine (US) - generate a service equity analysis in less than 10 minutes
Timetables – generate and customize timepoints and segment-level runtimes
Export timetables into excel
Consistent and regular product improvements / feature launches

1.

Onboard (First 60 Days): Identify a first project and work on it together.
- Workshops, Project-Assisted Training, Individual Sessions, Video Guides

2.

Plan (Months 2+): Bring your plans to life with Remix.
- Regular Check-ins, Best Practices Blog, Remix Webinars, Remix Conference

3.

Measure Results (Months 6+): Document your return on investment (ROI).
- Develop ROI Report, Set Yearly Goals, Manage Renewal, Plan Ahead

Remix is entirely web-based and software-as-a-service (SaaS).
●
●
●
●

Everything is in the cloud -- no installations or downloads. Can access from anywhere.
Every user gets a login + password
Remix works on the latest version of any browser
Agency-wide annual subscription -- no maintenance fees.

Remix Proposal for Island Transit
Prepared for James Oliver,

What do I get with
a Remix

. By Alyssa Overheul, Remix (alyssa.overheul@remix.com). Date: 01/22/2021

A full transit scheduling platform for your entire agency. It’s an annual subscription
for unlimited users, and includes:

Scheduling
License?

●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Customer
support?

Technical
requirements?

Interactive blocking to finalize vehicle assignments
Unlimited excel reports for daily vehicle assignments, driver assignments, and roster-style
bidding
Dynamic runcutting interface for multiple schedule generation
Optimization for peak bus count, costs, overtime, straight runs, and/or crew count
Operator and labor-friendly schedules
Cafeteria/roster-style bidding with intuitive and informational bid sheets for operators
Relief-vehicle logistics
Easy to read, detailed printable paddles for operators
Customizable timepoints to keep operators on schedule
GTFS export for mobile rider applications
Integration with a variety of AVL and farebox systems, including Syncromatics, AVAIL,
Double Maps, and Transdev VDS

Our Success Team brings years of transit experience and works with you to develop
a customized Success Plan. Each plan has three parts:
4.

Onboard (First 90 Days): Identify a first bid and work on it together.
- Workshops, Project-Assisted Training, Individual Sessions, Video Guides

5.

Plan (Months 2+): Bring your plans to life with Remix.
- Regular Check-ins, Best Practices Blog, Remix Webinars, Remix Conference

6.

Measure Results (Months 6+): Document your return on investment (ROI).
- Develop ROI Report, Set Yearly Goals, Manage Renewal, Plan Ahead

Remix is entirely web-based and software-as-a-service (SaaS).
●
●
●
●

Everything is in the cloud -- no installations or downloads. Can access from anywhere.
Every user gets a login + password
Remix works on the latest version of any browser
Agency-wide annual subscription -- no maintenance fees.

Remix Data for [City/Transit Agency]

What do I get with
Premium Remix
Data?

A full data management platform for your entire staff. It’s amplifies your
[transit/streets/mobility] license with:
●

●
●
●

What do I get with
Remix Standard
Data?

US Census data in key demographic areas, including: Population Density, Population Growth,
Jobs, Public Transit to Work, Minority, Poverty, Car-Free Households, Seniors, Youth, Disability,
Limited English, and more datasets.
Geographic data including Political Boundaries: Cities, Counties, Zip Codes, and Censusdesignated places
Custom polygon-based shapefiles provided by your agency
Custom datasets provided by your agency, including:
● Shared mobility infrastructure data, including docked Bikeshare
● Movement data, including traffic speeds data
● Line and point-based shapefiles, including bike infrastructure network

A lightweight data management platform for your entire staff. It’s amplifies your
[transit/streets/mobility] license with:
●

●
●

US Census data in key demographic areas, including: Population Density, Population Growth,
Jobs, Public Transit to Work, Minority, Poverty, Car-Free Households, Seniors, Youth, Disability,
Limited English, and more datasets.
Geographic data including Political Boundaries: Cities, Counties, Zip Codes, and Censusdesignated places
Custom polygon-based shapefiles provided by your agency

Remix Services Agreement for City of Island Transit
This Services Agreement (“Agreement”) is entered into between Remix, Inc., a Delaware corporation ("Company"), and Island Transit ("Customer") and
will become effective when it is executed by authorized representatives of both parties (the “Effective Date”).

Scope of Services & Terms
Prepared for James Oliver, Island Transit. By Alyssa Overheul, Remix (alyssa.overheul@remix.com). Date:
01/22/2021
Effective Date

03/01/2021

Commitment Term

3 years

Remix Transit +
Explore Planning
License

$17,500 USD per year, based on a total fixed route fleet of 23 vehicles
• Access to Transit Planning platform
• Remix licenses for an unlimited number of users within the City of Galveston
• Enhanced data visualization and analysis
• Software as a Service (SaaS): fully hosted, cloud-based web platform
• Dedicated Customer Success staff; Premium Enterprise Support: response to requests in 1 business day

Remix Transit
Scheduling License

$16,250 USD per year, based on a total fixed route fleet of 23 vehicles
• Access to Transit Scheduling platform
• Remix licenses for an unlimited number of users within the City of Galveston
• Enhanced data visualization and analysis
• Software as a Service (SaaS): fully hosted, cloud-based web platform
• Dedicated Customer Success staff; Premium Enterprise Support: response to requests in 1 business day

Implementation Fee

$2,000 for 1 year due on year one only
• Provide onboarding and training for all staff.
• Create user accounts
• Calibrate and upload key datasets

Marketing Terms

Willingness to work with Remix to develop a case study, mutually agreeable press release, ability to use
Customer as a reference.

••••••
This Agreement incorporates the attached Terms and Conditions (“Terms”). In the event of a conflict or inconsistency between the
Terms and this Agreement, the Terms will control, except to the extent that this Agreement expressly states that it supersedes specific
language in the Agreement. Capitalized terms not otherwise defined herein will have the meaning ascribed to them in the Agreement.

The parties have caused their duly authorized representatives to execute this Agreement (incorporating the Terms) as of the dates set
forth below.

Island Transit

Remix Software, Inc.

Signature: _______________________________________________

Signature: ___________________________________________________

Name: ___________________________________________________

Name: _______________________________________________________

Title: _____________________

Title: _______________________

Date: ______________________

Date: ________________________

Billing Contact Name: ____________________________________ Email: _______________________________ Phone: __________________

Contact Us
We love discussing all things cities and transportation.
If you have questions about this proposal, please reach out to us at:
Alyssa Overheul
628.239.2455 | alyssa.overheul@remix.com

TEAM INFO
www.remix.com | team@remix.com

REMIX TERMS AND CONDITIONS
These Terms and Conditions (“Terms”, together with an Order Form referencing these Terms, the “Agreement”), are entered
into between Remix, Inc., a Delaware corporation (“Remix”), and the customer identified on the Order Form (“Customer”),
and are effective as of the date that the Order Form is executed by both parties (the “Effective Date”).
1.
DEFINITIONS. Capitalized terms will have the meanings set forth in this Section 1, or in the section in which they are
first used.
1.1
“Authorized User” means each of Customer’s employees, agents, and independent contractors who are
authorized to access the Remix Solution under this Agreement.
1.2
“Customer Content” means any content, data and information provided to Remix by or on behalf of
Customer or its Authorized Users for use with the Services, including, without limitation, any Mobility Provider Data.
Customer Content does not include Licensed Material or Resultant Data.
1.3
“Documentation” means the materials describing the use and operation of the Remix Solution that are
made available to Customer on https://help.remix.com/ or such other web page as Remix may designate to Customer from
time to time.
1.4
“Intellectual Property Rights” means any and all now known or hereafter existing (a) rights associated with
works of authorship, including copyrights, mask work rights, and moral rights; (b) trademark or service mark rights; (c) trade
secret rights; (d) patents, patent rights, and industrial property rights; (e) layout design rights, design rights, and other
proprietary rights of every kind and nature other than trademarks, service marks, trade dress, and similar rights; and (f) all
registrations, applications, renewals, extensions, or reissues of the foregoing, in each case in any jurisdiction throughout the
world.
1.5
“Licensed Material” means reports, results, materials and documentation made available to Customer as
part of the Services. Licensed Material does not include the Remix Solution or any component thereof.
1.6
“Mobility Provider” means an operator of a transportation or rideshare service or platform that provides
or facilitates transportation by train, bus, car, bicycle, scooter or any other mode of transportation and is required to provide
transportation related data and information to Customer (or its third party designees) by contract, permit or other applicable
ordinance, regulation or law.
1.7
“Mobility Provider Data” means any data or other information made available to Remix by a Mobility
Provider at the direction, or for the specific benefit, of the Customer, even if Remix’s receipt of such information is governed
by its own agreement with the Mobility Provider.
1.8

“Order Form” means an order form signed by both parties that references this Agreement.

1.9
“Professional Services” means professional services provided by Remix to Customer as described in any
Order Form (as may be further described in any statement of work).
1.10
“Remix Solution” means the Remix software-as-a-service application identified in any Order Form that
allows Authorized Users to access certain features and functions through a web interface.
1.11
“Resultant Data” means statistics, data, insights, observations, analyses, ideas and other information that
does not identify any natural person and is derived from the categorization, modeling or other processing of one (or more)
data set(s), including, without limitation, data sets that include Customer Content and data of Remix’s other customers.
1.12
“Services” means any services provided by Remix to Customer under this Agreement as described in an
Order Form, including, but not limited to, provision of the Remix Solution and Professional Services.

2.

PROVISION OF SERVICES

2.1
Access. Subject to Customer’s payment of the fees set forth in the Order Form (“Fees”), Remix will provide
Customer with access to the Remix Solution during the Term (as defined below). Customer will use commercially reasonable
efforts to prevent unauthorized access to, or use of, the Remix Solution, and notify Remix promptly of any such unauthorized
use known to Customer.
2.2
Support Services. Subject to the terms and conditions of this Agreement, Remix will exercise commercially
reasonable efforts to (a) provide support for the use of the Remix Solution to Customer, (b) keep the Remix Solution
operational and available to Customer, in each case in accordance with its standard policies and procedures, and (c) provide
the Service in accordance with the Service Level Terms set out in Exhibit A.
2.3
Hosting. Remix will, at its own expense, provide for the hosting of the Remix Solution, provided that nothing
herein will be construed to require Remix to provide, or bear any responsibility with respect to, any telecommunications or
computer network hardware required by Customer or any Authorized User to access the Remix Solution from the Internet.
2.4
Privacy and Security. Remix will comply with all privacy and data security laws applicable to it, and use the
Customer Content only to provide the Services and as expressly authorized by this Agreement and for no other purpose.
Remix will implement administrative, technical, and physical security measures designed to protect the security of Customer
Content, including, without limitation, measures no less protective than those described at www.remix.com/security. The
parties agree to work together in good faith to amend this Agreement to the extent necessary to comply with privacy and
data security laws.
3.

INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY

3.1
License Grant. Subject to the terms and conditions of this Agreement, Remix grants to Customer a nonexclusive, non-transferable (except as permitted under Section 13.6) license during the Term (as defined below), solely for
Customer’s internal business purposes and in accordance with the limitations (if any) set forth in the Order Form, (a) to access
and use the Remix Solution and in accordance with the Documentation; and (b) to use and reproduce a reasonable number
of copies of the Documentation solely to support Customer’s use of the Remix Solution. Customer may permit any Authorized
Users to access and use the features and functions of the Remix Solution as contemplated by this Agreement, provided
Customer remains responsible for compliance by such individuals with all of the terms and conditions of this Agreement, and
any use of the Services by such individuals is for the sole benefit of Customer.
3.2
Restrictions. Customer will not, and will not permit any Authorized User or other party to: (a) allow any
third party to access the Remix Solution, Licensed Material or Documentation, except as expressly allowed herein; (b) modify,
adapt, alter or translate the Remix Solution, Licensed Material or Documentation; (c) sublicense, lease, sell, resell, rent, loan,
distribute, transfer or otherwise allow the use of the Remix Solution or Documentation for the benefit of any unauthorized
third party; (d) reverse engineer, decompile, disassemble, or otherwise derive or determine or attempt to derive or determine
the source code (or the underlying ideas, algorithms, structure or organization) or nonpublic APIs of the Remix Solution,
except as permitted by law; (e) interfere in any manner with the operation of the Remix Solution or the hardware and network
used to operate the Remix Solution; (f) modify, copy or make derivative works based on any part of the Remix Solution or
Documentation; (g) access or use the Remix Solution to build a similar or competitive product or service; (h) attempt to access
the Remix Solution through any unapproved interface; or (i) otherwise use the Remix Solution, Licensed Material, or
Documentation in any manner that exceeds the scope of use permitted under Section 3.1 or in a manner inconsistent with
applicable law, the Documentation, or this Agreement. Customer acknowledges and agrees that the Remix Solution will not
be used, and is not licensed for use, in connection with any of Customer’s time-critical or mission-critical functions. Customer
will not remove, alter, or obscure any proprietary notices (including copyright and trademark notices) of Remix or its licensors
on the Licensed Material or any copies thereof.
3.3
Ownership. As between the parties, the Customer Content, and all worldwide Intellectual Property Rights
in it, is the exclusive property of Customer. All rights in and to the Customer Content not expressly granted to Remix in this
Agreement are reserved by Customer. As between the parties, the Remix Solution, Licensed Materials, Documentation and
Resultant Data, and all worldwide Intellectual Property Rights in each of the foregoing, are the exclusive property of Remix
and its suppliers. All rights in and to the Remix Solution, Licensed Materials, Documentation and Resultant Data not expressly
granted to Customer in this Agreement are reserved by Remix and its suppliers.

3.4
License to Licensed Material. Subject to the terms and conditions of this Agreement, Remix grants
Customer a non-exclusive, non-transferable (except as permitted under Section 13.6), non-sublicensable, royalty-free and
fully-paid license to use Licensed Material solely for Customer’s internal business purposes and, where Customer is a
governmental body, to publicly display the Licensed Material as reasonably necessary to exercise its official authority or fulfill
its legal obligations, including, without limitation, to solicit public comment on information contained in Licensed Material.
3.5
License to Customer Data; Resultant Data. Customer grants Remix a non-exclusive, worldwide, nontransferable (except as permitted under Section 13.6), non-sublicensable (except to permitted subcontractors under Section
13.10), royalty-free and fully paid license to (a) use the Customer trademarks, service marks, and logos as required to provide
the Services; (b) to use, host, store, create derivative works from, communicate, distribute and publicly display the Customer
Content as required to perform the Services and improve the Remix Solution; and (c) analyze the Customer Content, combine
Customer Content with other data and create Resultant Data, including, without limitation, by utilizing machine learning
applications. Customer acknowledges that the value of the Remix Solution to Customer and Remix’s ability to provide it in
accordance with this Agreement are contingent on Remix’s ability to operate and improve the Remix Solution based on what
it learns from the Resultant Data generated in the course of delivering the Remix Solution to all Remix customers.
3.6
Open Source. Certain items of software may be provided to Customer with the Remix Solution and certain
Licensed Materials are subject to “open source” or “free software” licenses (“Open Source Material”). Some of the Open
Source Material is owned by third parties. Open Source Materials are not subject to the terms and conditions of Sections 3.1
or 10. Instead, each item of Open Source Materials is licensed under the terms of the end-user license that accompanies such
Open Source Materials. Nothing in this Agreement limits Customer’s rights under, or grants Customer rights that supersede,
the terms and conditions of any applicable end user license for the Open Source Materials. If required by any license for
particular Open Source Materials, Remix makes such Open Source Materials, and Remix’s modifications to that Open Source
Materials, available by written request at the notice address specified below.
3.7
Third Party Products. Certain features and functionality of the Services may rely on third party data,
software, or applications (“Third Party Products”). Such Third-Party Products may be subject to their own terms and
conditions, which will be identified to the Customer in writing before they are incorporated into the Services. If Customer
does not agree to abide by the applicable terms for any such Third-Party Products, then Customer should not install or use
such Third Party Products or utilize any features or functionality of the Services that incorporate them.
3.8
Feedback. Customer hereby grants to Remix a royalty-free, worldwide, transferable, sublicensable,
irrevocable, perpetual license to use or incorporate into the Services any suggestions, enhancement requests,
recommendations or other feedback provided by Customer, including Authorized Users, relating to the Services. Remix will
not identify Customer as the source of any such feedback.
4.

FEES AND EXPENSES; PAYMENTS

4.1
Fees. In consideration for the access rights granted to Customer and the Services performed by Remix under
this Agreement, Customer will pay to Remix the Fees. Except as otherwise provided in the Order Form, all Fees are billed at
the end of the month due and payable within thirty (30) days of the date of the invoice. Customer will reimburse Remix for
documented expenses that are expressly provided for in an Order Form or SOW (defined below) or that have been approved
in advance in writing by Customer. Remix reserves the right (in addition to any other rights or remedies Remix may have) to
discontinue the Remix Solution and suspend all Authorized Users’ and Customer’s access to the Services if any Fees are more
than thirty (30) days overdue until such amounts are paid in full. If Customer believes that Company has billed Customer
incorrectly, Customer must contact Remix no later than sixty (60) days after the closing date on the first billing statement in
which the error or problem appeared, in order to receive an adjustment or credit. Inquiries should be directed to Company’s
customer support department.
4.2
Taxes. The Fees are exclusive of all applicable sales, use, value-added and other taxes, and all applicable
duties, tariffs, assessments, export and import fees, or other similar charges, and Customer will be responsible for payment
of all such taxes (other than taxes based on Remix’s income), fees, duties, and charges and any related penalties and interest,
arising from the payment of the fees, the provision of the Services, or the license of the Remix Solution to Customer. Customer
will make all payments of Fees to Remix free and clear of, and without reduction for, any withholding taxes; any such taxes
imposed on payments of Fees to Remix will be Customer’s sole responsibility, and Customer will provide Remix with official
receipts issued by the appropriate taxing authority, or such other evidence as the Remix may reasonably request, to establish
that such taxes have been paid.

4.3
Interest. Any amounts not paid when due will bear interest at the rate of one and one half percent (1.5%)
per month, or the maximum legal rate if less, from the due date until paid.
5.

CUSTOMER CONTENT AND RESPONSIBILITIES

5.1
Licenses; Customer Content. Customer will obtain all third party licenses, consents and permissions needed
for Remix to provide the Services, use the Customer Content in connection therewith, and exercise its rights under this
Agreement. Customer is solely responsible for the accuracy, quality, integrity, legality, and reliability of all Customer Content.
5.2
Customer Warranty. Customer represents and warrants that the Customer Content and its use by Remix in
accordance with this Agreement will not (a) infringe any copyright, trademark, or patent; (b) misappropriate any trade secret;
(c) be deceptive, defamatory, obscene, pornographic or unlawful; (d) contain any viruses, worms or other malicious computer
programming codes intended to damage Remix’s system or data; and (e) otherwise violate the rights of a third party or
applicable law.
5.3
Back-ups; Security. Customer will have the ability to export Customer Content out of the Remix Solution
for the Term of the relevant Order Form and thereafter in accordance with Section 11.4. Customer acknowledges that the
Remix Solution is not intended to serve as its data retention repository and that Customer is solely responsible for creating
its own backup copies of any Customer Content at Customer’s sole cost and expense. Customer and its Authorized Users will
have access to the Customer Content and will be responsible for all changes to and/or deletions of Customer Content by
Customer and the security of all usernames, passwords, API keys and other credentials required to access the Remix Solution.
Customer will be responsible for any and all actions taken using Customer’s accounts and passwords. If any Authorized User
who has access to the Remix Solution is no longer an employee of or engaged by Customer, then Customer will immediately
delete such access and otherwise terminate such Authorized User’s access to the Remix Solution.
5.4
Mobility Provider Cooperation. Customer acknowledges that the performance of the Services (and value
of the Services to Customer) may depend on Remix’s receipt of data or other information or cooperation from one or more
Mobility Providers. Customer shall be responsible for taking all actions reasonably required to ensure such Mobility Providers
provide such data, information or cooperation to Remix as is reasonably required for Remix to perform the Services, including,
without limitation, requiring Mobility Providers to make available to Remix any and all data and information to which
Customer is entitled in accordance with Remix’s then applicable data specifications, and without requiring Remix to pay any
additional consideration to, or sign any additional agreements with, the Mobility Provider. Customer acknowledges and
agrees that (a) Remix shall have no liability for a Mobility Provider’s failure to provide such data, information or cooperation
or other action or omission and (b) a Mobility Provider shall in no event be construed as a Remix supplier, contractor or agent
even if Remix enters into a license or other agreement with such Mobility Provider to obtain data or information in
furtherance of the Services.
6.

PROFESSIONAL SERVICES.

6.1
Where the parties have agreed to Remix’s provision of Professional Services, the details of such Professional
Services will be set out in an Order Form or a statement of work signed by both parties (“SOW”). The Order Form or SOW,
as applicable, will include: (a) a description of the Professional Services; (b) the schedule for the performance of the
Professional Services; and (c) the Fees applicable for the performance of the Professional Services. Each Order Form or SOW,
as applicable, will incorporate the terms and conditions of this Agreement. To the extent that a conflict arises between the
terms and conditions of an Order Form or SOW and the terms of this Agreement, the terms and conditions of this Agreement
will govern, except to the extent that the Order Form or SOW, as applicable, expressly states that it supersedes specific
language in the Agreement. Customer may use anything delivered as part of the Professional Services in support of
authorized use of the Services and subject to the terms regarding Customer’s rights to use the Service set forth in this
Agreement and the applicable SOW, but Remix will retain all right, title and interest in and to any such work product, code or
deliverables and any derivative, enhancement or modification thereof created by Remix as part of the Professional Services.
6.2
Freedom of Information Requests. Remix will cooperate with Customer’s requests to provide information
that Customer requires to comply with its legal obligations under applicable freedom of information laws, provided that to
the extent such cooperation exceeds the scope of Services specified in an Order Form, Remix will provide such cooperation
as Professional Services pursuant to an SOW.
7.

WARRANTIES AND DISCLAIMERS

7.1
Limited Warranty. Remix represents and warrants that it will provide the Services and perform its other
obligations under this Agreement in a professional and workmanlike manner and in substantial conformity with the
Documentation. Remix’s sole liability (and Customer’s sole and exclusive remedy) for any breach of this warranty will be, at
no charge to Customer, for Remix to use commercially reasonable efforts to correct the reported non-conformity, or if Remix
determines such remedy to be impracticable, either party may terminate the portion of the Services affected by the breach
of warranty and Customer will receive as its sole remedy a refund of any Fees Customer has pre-paid for use of such Services
for the terminated portion of the applicable Term. The limited warranty set forth in this Section 7.1 will not apply: (i) unless
Customer makes a claim within thirty (30) days of the date on which Customer first noticed the non-conformity, (ii) if the
error was caused by use not in accordance with the Documentation, unauthorized modifications or third-party hardware,
software or services, or (iii) to use provided on a no-charge, trial or evaluation basis.
7.2
Disclaimer. THE LIMITED WARRANTY SET FORTH IN SECTION 7.1 IS MADE FOR THE BENEFIT OF CUSTOMER
ONLY. EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY PROVIDED IN SECTION 7.1, AND TO THE MAXIMUM EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW,
THE SERVICES, LICENSED MATERIAL AND DOCUMENTATION ARE PROVIDED “AS IS,” AND NEITHER REMIX NOR ITS SUPPLIERS
MAKES (AND SUCH PARTIES HEREBY DISCLAIM) ANY OTHER WARRANTIES, REPRESENTATIONS, OR CONDITIONS, WHETHER
WRITTEN, ORAL, EXPRESS, IMPLIED OR STATUTORY, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
SATISFACTORY QUALITY, COURSE OF DEALING, TRADE USAGE OR PRACTICE, SYSTEM INTEGRATION, DATA ACCURACY,
MERCHANTABILITY, TITLE, NO INFRINGEMENT, OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. REMIX DOES NOT WARRANT THAT
ALL ERRORS CAN BE CORRECTED, OR THAT OPERATION OF THE REMIX SOLUTION WILL BE UNINTERRUPTED OR ERROR-FREE.
REMIX SHALL NOT BE LIABLE FOR DELAYS, INTERRUPTIONS, SERVICE FAILURES OR OTHER PROBLEMS INHERENT IN USE OF
THE INTERNET AND ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATIONS, THIRD-PARTY PLATFORMS, OTHER SYSTEMS OUTSIDE THE
REASONABLE CONTROL OF REMIX OR THE ACCURACY, QUALITY, INTEGRITY, LEGALITY OR RELIABILITY OF MOBILITY PROVIDER
DATA.
8.

LIMITATION OF LIABILITY

8.1
Types of Damages. EXCEPT WITH RESPECT TO A PARTY’S LIABILITY UNDER SECTION 10, IN NO EVENT WILL
EITHER PARTY BE LIABLE TO THE OTHER PARTY FOR ANY INCIDENTAL, INDIRECT, SPECIAL, CONSEQUENTIAL OR PUNITIVE
DAMAGES, REGARDLESS OF THE NATURE OF THE CLAIM, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, LOST PROFITS, COSTS OF DELAY,
ANY FAILURE OF DELIVERY, BUSINESS INTERRUPTION, COSTS OF LOST OR DAMAGED DATA OR DOCUMENTATION, OR
LIABILITIES TO THIRD PARTIES ARISING FROM ANY SOURCE, EVEN IF A PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH
DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION UPON DAMAGES AND CLAIMS IS INTENDED TO APPLY WITHOUT REGARD TO WHETHER OTHER
PROVISIONS OF THIS AGREEMENT HAVE BEEN BREACHED OR HAVE PROVEN INEFFECTIVE.
8.2
Amount of Damages. THE MAXIMUM LIABILITY OF EITHER PARTY ARISING OUT OF OR IN ANY WAY
CONNECTED TO THIS AGREEMENT WILL NOT EXCEED THE FEES PAID BY CUSTOMER TO REMIX DURING THE TWELVE (12)
MONTHS PRECEDING THE ACT, OMISSION OR OCCURRENCE GIVING RISE TO SUCH LIABILITY. IN NO EVENT WILL REMIX’S
SUPPLIERS HAVE ANY LIABILITY ARISING OUT OF OR IN ANY WAY CONNECTED TO THIS AGREEMENT. NOTHING IN THIS
AGREEMENT WILL LIMIT OR EXCLUDE EITHER PARTY’S LIABILITY FOR GROSS NEGLIGENCE OR INTENTIONAL MISCONDUCT OF
A PARTY OR ITS EMPLOYEES OR AGENTS OR FOR DEATH OR PERSONAL INJURY.
8.3
Basis of the Bargain. The parties agree that the limitations of liability set forth in this Section 8 will survive
and continue in full force and effect despite any failure of consideration or of an exclusive remedy. The parties acknowledge
that the prices have been set and the Agreement entered into in reliance upon these limitations of liability and that all such
limitations form an essential basis of the bargain between the parties.
8.4
Nature of Claims and Failure of Essential Purpose. The parties agree that the waivers and limitations
specified in this Section 8 apply regardless of the form of action, whether in contract, tort (including negligence), strict liability
or otherwise and will survive and apply even if any limited remedy specified in this Agreement is found to have failed of its
essential purpose.
9.

CONFIDENTIALITY

9.1
Confidential Information. “Confidential Information” means any code, inventions, know-how, business,
technical and financial information, and any other nonpublic information of a party (the “Disclosing Party”), whether
disclosed orally or in written or digital media, that it discloses to the other party (the “Receiving Party”) and identifies as
“confidential” or with a similar legend at the time of such disclosure or that the Receiving Party knows or should have known

is the confidential or proprietary information of the Disclosing Party. The Services, Documentation and all enhancements and
improvements thereto will be considered Confidential Information of Remix.
9.2
Protection of Confidential Information. Except as expressly authorized herein, the Receiving Party will (a)
hold in confidence and not disclose any Confidential Information to third parties and (b) not use Confidential Information for
any purpose other than fulfilling its obligations, and exercising its rights, under this Agreement. The Receiving Party will limit
access to the Confidential Information to personnel and contractors who have a need to know such information for the
purpose of the performance of the Receiving Party’s obligations or exercising its rights under this Agreement, who have
confidentiality obligations no less restrictive than those set forth herein, and who have been informed of the confidential
nature of such information. In addition, the Receiving Party will protect the Disclosing Party’s Confidential Information from
unauthorized use, access, or disclosure in the same manner that it protects its own proprietary information of a similar nature,
but in no event with less than reasonable care. At the Disclosing Party’s request or upon termination or expiration of this
Agreement, the Receiving Party will return to the Disclosing Party or destroy (or permanently erase in the case of electronic
files) all copies of the Confidential Information that the Receiving Party does not have a continuing right to use under this
Agreement, and the Receiving Party will, upon request, certify to the Disclosing Party its compliance with this sentence.
Customer acknowledges and agrees that Remix sharing or making available Customer Content, the Remix Solution, or
Licensed Material, to Authorized Users in accordance with this Agreement shall not violate this Section 9.
9.3
Exceptions. The confidentiality obligations set forth in Section 9.2 will not apply to any information that (a)
is at the time of disclosure or later becomes generally available to the public through no fault of the Receiving Party; (b) is
lawfully provided to the Receiving Party by a third party free of any confidentiality duties or obligations; (c) was already known
to the Receiving Party at the time of disclosure free of any confidentiality duties or obligations; or (d) the Receiving Party can
demonstrate was independently developed by employees and contractors of the Receiving Party without reference to the
Confidential Information. In addition, the Receiving Party may disclose Confidential Information (i) to the extent that such
disclosure is necessary for the Receiving Party to enforce its rights under this Agreement or is required by law (including,
without limitation, freedom of information laws) or by the order of a court or similar judicial or administrative body, provided
that (to the extent legally permissible) the Receiving Party promptly notifies the Disclosing Party in writing of such required
disclosure to the extent permitted by law, cooperates with the Disclosing Party if the Disclosing Party seeks an appropriate
protective order, discloses no more information that is legally required, and in the case of disclosure required by freedom of
information laws, Customer agrees to afford all confidentiality protections available under applicable law to such Confidential
Information of Remix prior to disclosing it pursuant to such laws, including, without limitation, by providing Remix notice of
freedom of information requests for such Confidential Information, the opportunity to object to Customer’s disclosure
thereof, and notice of Customer’s disclosure determinations; and (ii) to its attorneys, accountants, professional advisors, and
actual or potential lenders, investors or acquirers so long as such parties are bound by confidentiality obligations no less
restrictive than those set forth herein.
10.

INDEMNIFICATION

10.1
By Remix. Remix will defend at its expense any claim brought against Customer insofar as such claim is
based on a claim by any third party alleging that the Remix Solution infringes such third party’s patent, copyright or trademark
rights under applicable laws of any jurisdiction within the United States of America, and will indemnify and hold harmless
Customer from and against any damages, expenses and costs finally awarded against Customer or agreed in settlement by
Remix (including reasonable attorneys’ fees and costs) resulting from such claim. If any portion of the Remix Solution
becomes, or in Remix’s opinion is likely to become, the subject of a claim of infringement, Remix may, at Remix’s option: (a)
procure for Customer the right to continue using the Remix Solution; (b) replace the Remix Solution with non-infringing
software or services which do not materially impair the functionality of the Remix Solution; (c) modify the Remix Solution so
that it becomes non-infringing; or (d) terminate this Agreement and refund any unused prepaid Fees for the remainder of
the term then in effect, and upon such termination, Customer will immediately cease all use of the Remix Solution and
Documentation. Notwithstanding the foregoing, Remix will have no obligation under this Section 10.1 or otherwise with
respect to any infringement claim based upon (i) any use of the Remix Solution not in accordance with this Agreement or as
specified in the Documentation; (ii) any use of the Remix Solution in combination with other products, equipment, software
or data not supplied by Remix; (iii) any modification of the Remix Solution by any person other than Remix or its authorized
agents; or (iv) Customer’s settlement or admission with respect to any claim without Remix’s prior written consent (each an
“Exclusion”). This Section 10.1 states the sole and exclusive remedy of Customer and the entire liability of Remix, or any of
its officers, directors, employees, shareholders, contractors, suppliers or representatives, for infringement claims and actions.

10.2
By Customer. Customer will defend at its expense any claim brought against Remix insofar as such claim is
based on a claim by any third party arising from or relating to the Customer Data, the breach or alleged breach by Customer
of Section 5.2 (Customer Warranties), or any Exclusion, and Customer will indemnify and hold harmless Customer from and
against any damages, expenses and costs finally awarded against Customer or agreed in settlement by Customer (including
reasonable attorneys’ fees and costs) resulting from such claim.
10.3
Procedure. The indemnifying party’s obligations as set forth above are expressly conditioned upon each of
the foregoing: (a) the indemnified party will promptly notify the indemnifying party in writing of any threatened or actual
claim or suit; (b) the indemnifying party will have sole control of the defense or settlement of any claim or suit; and (c) the
indemnified party will cooperate with the indemnifying party to facilitate the settlement or defense of any claim or suit.
11.

TERM AND TERMINATION

11.1
Term. This Agreement will begin on the Effective Date and continue in full force and effect as long as any
Order Form remains in effect, unless earlier terminated in accordance with the Agreement (the “Term”). Unless otherwise
stated in the applicable Order Form, the term of an Order Form will begin on the effective date of the Order Form and
continue in full force and effect for the time period specified therein, unless earlier terminated in accordance with the
Agreement. Thereafter, the Order Form will automatically renew for additional terms of one (1) year unless either party gives
written notice of non-renewal to the other party at least thirty (30) days prior to the expiration of the then-current term.
11.2
Termination for Breach. Either party may terminate this Agreement immediately upon notice to the other
party if the other party materially breaches this Agreement, and such breach remains uncured more than thirty (30) days
after receipt of written notice of such breach.
11.3
Effect of Termination. Upon termination or expiration of this Agreement for any reason: (a) all licenses
granted hereunder will immediately terminate; (b) promptly after the effective date of termination or expiration, each party
will comply with the obligations to delete or return all Confidential Information of the other party, as set forth in the Section
9; provided that, for clarity, Remix is not obligated to delete or return Resultant Data; and (c) any amounts owed to Remix
under this Agreement will become immediately due and payable. Sections 1, 3.3-3.8, 4, 5.3, 5.4, 7.2, 8, 9, 10, 11.3, 11.4, 12
and 13 will survive expiration or termination of this Agreement for any reason.
11.4
Data Extraction. For sixty (60) days after the end of the Term, as applicable, Remix will make Customer
Content and Licensed Materials available to Customer through the Remix Solution on a limited basis solely for purposes of
Customer retrieving such Customer Content and Licensed Materials, except to the extent Remix has instructed Customer to
delete it. After such period, Remix may destroy all copies of Customer Content and Licensed Materials in its possession.
12.

CO-MARKETING.

At the request of Remix, Customer agrees to the issuance of a joint press release on a mutually agreed upon date or the 90th
day from the Effective Date, whichever is earlier. Each party will have the right to approve the press release in advance, but
such approval will not be unreasonably delayed or withheld. Customer also agrees that Remix may use Customer’s name and
logo on Remix’s website and in Remix promotional materials and refer to Customer as a customer of Remix therein.
13.

MISCELLANEOUS

13.1
Governing Law and Venue. This Agreement and any action related thereto will be governed and interpreted
by and under the laws of the State of California, without giving effect to any conflicts of laws principles that require the
application of the law of a different jurisdiction. Customer hereby expressly consents to the personal jurisdiction and venue
in the state and federal courts of San Francisco County, California for any lawsuit filed there against Customer by Remix arising
from or related to this Agreement. The United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods does not
apply to this Agreement.
13.2
Export. Customer agrees not to export, report, or transfer, directly or indirectly, any U.S. technical data
acquired from Remix, or any products utilizing such data, in violation of the United States export laws or regulations.
13.3
Government End-Users. Elements of the Services are commercial computer software. If the user or
licensee of the Services is an agency, department, or other entity of the United States Government, the use, duplication,
reproduction, release, modification, disclosure, or transfer of the Services, or any related documentation of any kind,

including technical data and manuals, is restricted by a license agreement or by the terms of this Agreement in accordance
with Federal Acquisition Regulation 12.212 for civilian purposes and Defense Federal Acquisition Regulation Supplement
227.7202 for military purposes. All Services were developed fully at private expense. All other use is prohibited.
13.4
Severability. If any provision of this Agreement is, for any reason, held to be invalid or unenforceable, the
other provisions of this Agreement will remain enforceable and the invalid or unenforceable provision will be deemed
modified so that it is valid and enforceable to the maximum extent permitted by law.
13.5
Waiver. Any waiver or failure to enforce any provision of this Agreement on one occasion will not be
deemed a waiver of any other provision or of such provision on any other occasion.
13.6
No Assignment. Except as provided in Section 13.10, neither party will assign, subcontract, delegate, or
otherwise transfer this Agreement, or its rights and obligations herein, without obtaining the prior written consent of the
other party, and any attempted such assignment, subcontract, delegation, or transfer in violation of the foregoing will be null
and void; provided, however, that either party may assign this Agreement in connection with a merger, acquisition,
reorganization or sale of all or substantially all of its assets, or other operation of law, without any consent of the other party.
The terms of this Agreement will be binding upon the parties and their respective successors and permitted assigns.
13.7
Compliance with Law. Customer will always comply with all international and domestic laws, ordinances,
regulations, and statutes that are applicable to its purchase and use of the Services, Licensed Material and Documentation.
13.8
Force Majeure. Any delay in the performance of any duties or obligations of either party (except the
payment of Fees owed) or failure to perform such duties or obligations will not be considered a breach of this Agreement if
such delay or failure is caused by a labor dispute, shortage of materials, fire, earthquake, flood, denial of service or other
cyber-attack, diminishment of telecommunications or data networks or services, refusal of a license by a government agency
or any other event beyond the control of such party, provided that such party uses reasonable efforts, under the
circumstances, to notify the other party of the cause of such delay and to resume performance as soon as possible.
13.9
Independent Contractors. Customer’s relationship to Remix is that of an independent contractor, and
neither party is an agent or partner of the other. Customer will not have, and will not represent to any third party that it has,
any authority to act on behalf of Remix.
13.10 Subcontractors. Remix may use the services of subcontractors and permit them to exercise the rights
granted to Remix in order to provide the Services under this Agreement, provided that Remix remains responsible for (a)
compliance of any such subcontractor with the terms of this Agreement and (b) for the overall performance of the Services
as required under this Agreement.
13.11 Notices. All notices required or permitted under this agreement must be delivered in writing, if to Remix,
by emailing team@remix.com and if to Customer by emailing the Customer Point of Contact email address listed on the Cover
Page, provided, however, that with respect to any notices relating to breaches of this agreement or termination, a copy of
such notice will also be sent in writing to the other party at the address listed on the Cover Page by courier, by certified or
registered mail (postage prepaid and return receipt requested), or by a nationally-recognized express mail service. Each party
may change its email address and/or address for receipt of notice by giving notice of such change to the other party.
13.12 Counterparts. This Agreement may be executed in one or more counterparts, each of which will be deemed
an original and all of which will be taken together and deemed to be one instrument.
13.13 Entire Agreement. This Agreement is the final, complete and exclusive agreement of the parties with
respect to the subject matters hereof and supersedes and merges all prior discussions between the parties with respect to
such subject matters. No modification of or amendment to this Agreement, or any waiver of any rights under this Agreement,
will be effective unless in writing and signed by an authorized signatory of Customer and the Remix.

EXHIBIT A
Service Levels
The Services shall be available 99.9%, measured monthly, excluding holidays and weekends and scheduled maintenance. If Customer
requests maintenance during these hours, any uptime or downtime calculation will exclude periods affected by such maintenance.
Further, any downtime resulting from outages of third party connections or utilities or other reasons beyond Remix’s control will also
be excluded from any such calculation. Customer's sole and exclusive remedy, and Remix's entire liability, in connection with Service
availability shall be that for each period of downtime lasting longer than one hour, Remix will credit Customer 5% of Service fees for
each period of 30 or more consecutive minutes of downtime; provided that no more than one such credit will accrue per day.
Downtime shall begin to accrue as soon as Customer (with notice to Remix) recognizes that downtime is taking place, and continues
until the availability of the Services is restored. In order to receive downtime credit, Customer must notify Remix in writing within 24
hours from the time of downtime, and failure to provide such notice will forfeit the right to receive downtime credit. Such credits may
not be redeemed for cash and shall not be cumulative beyond a total of credits for one (1) week of Service Fees in any one (1) calendar
month in any event. Remix will only apply a credit to the month in which the incident occurred. Remix’s blocking of data
communications or other Service in accordance with its policies shall not be deemed to be a failure of Remix to provide adequate
service levels under this Agreement.

Remix Transit
Documentation of Software Features and Unique
Functionality
Executive Summary: Remix Transit is the only cloud-based transit planning software
that provides quick route design and analysis capabilities designed for team
collaboration, including: map-based route and stop planning, stop-based
demographic analysis, operating cost calculations based on both frequencies and
timetables, Title VI analysis, customizable accessibility visualizations, and flexible
data visualization with analytics through a complementary product experience with
Remix Explore. Remix Transit is uniquely designed for community outreach: external
stakeholders can comment electronically on publicly-shareable Remix projects
through read-only links. Remix Transit is also uniquely designed for collaboration
and cohesive planning: maps are easy to share across an organization and users can
analyze neighboring transit datasets for additional regional context and
collaboration. The Remix software is designed to work within existing transit
planning processes, including the ability to import routes and data through General
Transit Feed Specification (GTFS) and shapefile, and to export data for use in
existing transit tools. As a Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) product, Remix Transit is
available to an unlimited number of users under one organizational license, includes
an unlimited number of custom shapefile imports, exports, and technical customer
support, and is ready for immediate deployment.

Key Distinguishing Features
●

Browser-based, interactive, and dynamic: Remix Transit is a transit
planning software platform that uses an internet browser to provide a
drag-and-drop interface for designing and modifying routes. By using
cloud-based software, the agency avoids being encumbered by the cost and
time of on-premise installation or updates, and users are provided the
flexibility of accessing the software anywhere, whether that be at their home
office or at a public engagement meeting.

1128 Howard St.
SF, CA 94103
remix.com

●

Designed for collaboration and communication: Remix Transit is designed
to assist the planning process. Plans created in Remix can be shared easily
with internal and external stakeholders via a hyperlink. Remix Transit
includes several collaborative tools, including text annotations, the ability to
drag and drop transit routes across maps, and shared organization-wide
settings that are customizable per agency. Projects made in Remix Transit
are easy to export with Remix’s “Presentation Studio” into
presentation-ready visuals for public outreach or marketing. Read-only
versions of projects can be shared with external stakeholders like members
of the community with a URL. Those with the URL can leave comments on
projects while project owners are able to view said comments in Remix, or in
their inbox, or export them into a .CSV.

●

Intuitive and easy-to-use: Due to the intuitive design of Remix Transit, most
new users can start planning in Remix after a single two-hour training. The
software’s ease-of-use allows multiple departments within an agency to
leverage Remix as a shared language across teams.

●

Champions open data standards and is data-agnostic: Remix champions
open data standards to minimize the agencies’ cost of transforming data and
to ensure interoperability with other systems. Over the years, the Remix
team has made significant contributions to leading transportation data
standards so that a broader ecosystem of technology and tooling exists to
help the transportation industry. The Remix platform is also data-agnostic,
which means it is able to ingest data from both proprietary and public
sources for visualization and analysis. Remix’s fully-integrated pipelines and
dedicated data team support over 3,000 datasets to date, including
ridership, origin-destination data, collisions, and more.

●

Increased data discoverability with a complementary product experience,
Remix Explore: Remix Explore is a product experience that adds additional
value to Remix Transit by helping agencies discover transportation data
insights quickly. With Remix Explore, agencies can rapidly pull relevant
statistics and combine and analyze datasets to uncover multimodal insights,
allowing agencies to plan transit in the context of community demographics
and as part of the complete transportation picture.
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●

Immediate setup: U
 pon completing a fully executed contract, Remix can
implement and provide agency access to accounts right away. There is no
on-premise installation or download required, and trainings are
flexibly-scheduled based on the availability of agency staff.

●

(US Agencies) Default data layers: Remix provides immediate value to
agencies with out-of-the-box data layers for rapid demographic and equity
analysis. Default data layers include demographic data from the American
Community Survey (ACS), jobs data from the Longitudinal
Employer-Household Dynamics (LEHD) and Census Transportation Planning
Product (CTPP), origin-destination data from Origin-Destination
Employment Statistics (LODES), essential services data with Homeland
Infrastructure Foundation-Level Data (HIFLD), infrastructure data with the
Bureau of Transportation Statistics (BTS), and political boundaries data with
Community Development Financial Institutions Fund (CDFI Fund) and
Census.

●

Unlimited users and technical support: One agency license includes access
for an unlimited number of users without the worry of maintenance, hosting,
or software updates. Users access Remix via a username/password with no
installation or downloads necessary. Remix Software, Inc. maintains the
technology infrastructure and releases new features for Remix Transit,
available immediately to active customers. Remix also provides unlimited
customer support for no additional charge.

●

Wide range of imports and exports to promote interoperability: As a SaaS
product, Remix Transit is designed to work with existing agency tools and
processes, and the licensing is designed to support maximum collaboration.
Users can import and export existing information to GTFS for scheduling,
modeling, and other service planning purposes. Other exports include
Microsoft Excel, KML, shapefile, PNG images, as well as print-ready visuals
in PDF.

Detailed Specifications
Remix Software, Inc warrants that it is the manufacturer and sole provider of the
Remix software platform. Furthermore, Remix Software, Inc. warrants that they are
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the only source for setup and customization, training, and customer support services
for the Remix software. In summary, Remix Transit provides the following features:
●

Fast and accurate sketch planning using existing stop infrastructure,
including:
○

Stops database built on latitude and longitude of existing stops, stop
IDs, stop names

○

Routes served at each stop

○

Quickdraw, which detects stops on the correct side of the road at
the appropriate spacing

○

Exportable stops in: shapefile, Microsoft Excel, KML (Google Earth),
and GTFS formats

●

Instant demographic impact analysis using the latest US Census data
from the American Community Survey:
○

Minority (people who are non-White or of Hispanic origin),
Population (people living per square mile), Poverty (people falling
below the nationwide poverty level), Car-free (households with no
vehicle available), Senior (people 65 or older), Youth (people 18
years or younger), Disabled (people who have a disability) and
Limited English (household with limited English speaking status)

○

Jobs data provided from the Longitudinal Employer-Household
Dynamics (LEHD) with specific Origin/Destination data from LEHD
Origin-Destination Employment Statistics (LODES)

○

Unlimited custom data layers in shapefile format (upon request),
such as: stop amenities, historical ridership aggregated,
origin/destination overview, flex zones, and jurisdictional/political
boundaries.

●

Instant origin-destination analysis using Longitudinal
Employer-Household Dynamics (LEHD) and Census Transportation
Planning Product (CTPP):
○

Interactive jobs and commuters data to display origin-destination
patterns

●

Instant analysis and modification of transit routes with interactive bus
graphs, including:
○

Run time, headways, average speed traveled, number of buses
required for route

○

Annual cost of operation, annual revenue hours, annual revenue
miles

○
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Length of route, layover, efficiency analysis

○

Historical ridership sorted by line, direction, activity, day type and
time of day (upon request)

○
●

Exportable turn-by-turn instructions

Generate, customize, and visualize timetables for route scenarios:
○

Define trips within service windows for route scenarios with exact
timepoints and pattern variants

○

Ability to modify single or multiple timepoints

○

Edit multiple trips by customizing segment level runtimes based on
historical information

○

Shift all trips in a service window by modifying the inbound and
outbound start times

○

Clearly model routes with varying termini, irregular stop structures,
and non-standard headways (for example, commuter routes and
“trippers”)

○

Easily export timetables to Excel for quick sharing with other teams
(i.e. Scheduling, Marketing) and share maps via hyperlink to ensure
accuracy and ease

●

(US-agencies) Title VI Service Equity Analysis, involving:
○

Before and after census-based Title VI service equity analysis
completed in 10-15 minutes via 4 outputs: 3 visual maps, and a
spreadsheet with key data including:
■

Total population served (within .25 mile radius of all stops),
including a breakdown of low-income and minority
populations by census block group

■

Raw data provided for breakdown

■

Change in percentage of people-trips for low Income and
minority populations from before and after scenarios

○

In-depth Title VI methodology found here: http://remix.com/title-vi,
approved and co-developed with multiple transit agencies

●

Instant “Jane” Isochrone Mobility Visualization and Analysis, which allows
agencies to:
○

Analyze ability to travel to and from any point on the map using the
transit network and visually represent access and mobility data on
the map

○

Analyze ability to travel in adjustable time bands between 20
minutes and 3 hours

○

Customize time of travel based on frequency/availability of transit
options at any time of day or day of the week

○

Instantly show a rider’s access to resources like jobs, schools,
grocery stores, etc.
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○

Customize Jane to use the pedestrian network, which provides a
better representation of how people actually travel than the “as the
crow flies” model

●

Shareable maps for internal and external use:
○

Maps created in Remix can be shared via hyperlink to both Remix
users and also non-users

○

Recipients of hyperlinked maps can submit electronic, geo-tagged
comments to original map creators

○

Since Remix is internet browser accessible, users can also use and
display Remix maps in live meeting settings (such as board
presentations, public workshops, and internal meetings)

○

Remix data can also be exported in a variety of formats including:
Microsoft Excel, KML (Google Earth); shapefile (GIS/ArcMap);
frequency-based GTFS; PNG image, and print (hard copy and PDF)

●

Beautiful presentation-ready visuals are easy to create with Remix’s
“Presentation Studio”:
○

Create presentation-ready visuals with Remix’s “Presentation
Studio”, which eliminates the labor-intensive process of creating
visuals in Adobe Illustrator, Microsoft Word, or Powerpoint, tools
that were not created for mapping or service planning work

○

Users can stylize stops, routes, labels in “Presentation Studio” to
bring clarity to detours, service changes, or service proposals for
stakeholders and community members

●

Designed for agency collaboration with features that include:
○

In map text annotations allow map creators to bring attention to
project areas with additional context that helps teammates or
members of the community better understand the motivation or the
neighborhood context behind a proposed project

○

In map commenting allows map creators and collaborators to have
ongoing and real-time conversation within the context of the project,
eliminating the need for cumbersome back and forth via email or
other messaging applications

○

Shared projects that are easy to access in each user’s project list

○

Specific settings (e.g. cost settings) that can be set
organization-wide to streamline collaboration and ensure users are
using Remix as a shared language

●

Remix’s software development process is collaborative with customers
through Remix’s “Experimental Prototypes”:
○

All Remix Transit users get access to “Experimental Prototypes” and
can provide feedback directly to Remix software developers
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○

“Experimental Prototypes” have included features such as:
■

Jane Isochrone Before and After: Compare changes in
transit access between two maps

■

Transit and Driving Access: Compare how far Jane, the
travel time isochrone, can travel by driving versus taking
transit

■

Transit and Driving Distance: Overlay transit distance on
top of driving distance

■
○

KML Import: Import a KML file into Remix as a new project

“Experimental Prototypes” change over time based on customer
feedback

●

Access to Remix Explore for rapid and flexible data analysis:
○

Instant statistics on the community (e.g. demographics, travel
patterns) and points of interest for predefined areas (census tracts,
city boundaries, etc) and custom geographies created with drawing
and a multi-selection tool

○

“Breakdown Tables” help users dig deeper into the demographic
analysis of the selected area - “Breakdown Tables” allow users to
cross-tabulate two different characteristics through pivot tables

○

Easily filter data across multiple dimensions and legend breaks

○

Calculating change over time for data with multiple versions with
“delta layers”

○

Custom data uploads available upon request including, but not
limited to, dynamic uploads of ridership, passenger load, or APC
(average passenger count) data

Tiffany Chu

Remix Software, Inc
1128 Howard Street
San Francisco, CA 94103
www.remix.com

Chief Executive Officer
tiffany@remix.com
415.610.5336
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Purchasing Division
purchasing@galvestontx. gov | 409.797.3579 | www.galvestontx.gov

7/ 28/ 2021
Remix Technologies, LLC
10 Crosby Street, Floor 2
New York, NY, 10013
contracts@ridewithvia. com
RE:

Remix Transit + Explore Planning License

Dear Sir/ Madam:
The City of Galveston is pleased to inform you that your company has been selected to receive a contract
for the above item. No contract is awarded until such time as approved by the City Council of the City of
Galveston. Staff anticipates the City of Galveston Council to approve the award on 8/ 26/ 2021. This is a
single vendor award contract and payment will be made by a purchase order issued by the City of
Galveston. The City appreciates the time and effort given to your solicitation.
The State of Texas adopted a required form through House Bill 1295.

It is called the Disclosure of

Interested Parties – Form 1295. It is required for all of our vendors with contracts of at least $1,000,000.00
or that have

gone

before

and been

approved

by Galveston’ s City Council.

Please

visit

https:// www. ethics. state. tx.us/ whatsnew/ elf_info_form1295. htm to fill out the required document. You
will need to print, sign, as an unsworn declaration, before filing with the City.
Your contract number from the City of Galveston is COG- CON- 21-725; you will need this number when
filling out the form online. Please include the following documents with your signed and notarized
contract: completed Form 1295, and Certificate of Insurance, naming the City of Galveston as the
additional insured. Return all originals to the address above, or you may scan a color copy of the
documents listed above to purchasing@galvestontx. gov, no later than 5 business days. Please contact us
if you have any questions.

Sincerely,

Michael Caruso – CTCD
Purchasing Manager
Finance Department - Purchasing
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CONTRACT FOR SERVICES
REMIX TRANSIT + EXPLORE PLANNING LICENSE
This Contract ( the “ Contract”) is made and entered into this DAY!!! day of September, 2021, by

and between the City of Galveston (“ City”), a Texas home-rule municipality, and Remix Technologies,
LLC, ( Company), located at 10 Crosby Street, Floor 2, New York, NY 10013. By entering into this

Agreement, Company agrees that City is entering into this agreement in its governmental capacity, and
not a proprietary one.

WHEREAS, the City of Galveston desires to obtain services in connection with Remix Transit
Explore Planning License, within the City of Galveston (“ City”) and Remix Technologies, LCC

Company”) desires to provide such services; and
WHEREAS, this Agreement between the Parties consist of the terms and conditions set forth

herein, and Exhibit A, identified as the proposal from the Company for the scope of services, ,
attached and incorporated for all purposes.

NOW, THEREFORE, for and in consideration of the mutual covenants hereinafter set forth,
the parties do mutually agree as follows:
1. SCOPE OF SERVICES: Company will provide the services (“ Work”) to the City described in
Exhibit A, attached and fully incorporated for all intents and purposes.
2. STANDARD OF CARE: The standard of care for all services performed or furnished by Company
under this agreement will be the care and skill ordinarily used by members of the subject profession
practicing under similar circumstances at the same time and in the same locality.
3. COMPLIANCE WITH LOCAL, STATE AND FEDERAL LAWS – Company shall comply
with all applicable laws, ordinances, and codes of the federal, state, and local governments.
4. CHANGES: The City may request changes in the scope of the services to be performed hereunder.
Such changes, including any increase or decrease in the amount of compensation to Company, which
are mutually agreed upon by and between the City and Company, shall be incorporated in written
amendments to this Contract. No changes in the terms of this contract shall be binding unless it is in

writing and signed by an authorized representative of both parties.
5. TERM:

Contract shall be effective upon execution by the City of Galveston for three ( 3) years

unless sooner terminated under the terms set forth herein.
6. APPROPRIATIONS:

The obligations of the City to make payment under this Contract are

expressly subject to appropriations by the City of funds that are lawfully available to be applied to such
purpose.

7. SCHEDULE AND DELIVERABLES: The City and its agencies will cooperate with Company to
facilitate the performance of the work described in the contract. Company will perform the Work in

accordance with the schedules/timetables described in greater detail in the attached Exhibit A.
In the event that one or more of the members of the Company cannot perform because of ill health,

physical disability or other reasons beyond his/her control, Company shall use its best efforts to furnish
a substitute of similar stature for such member of the Company whom City agrees to accept. City does

not have to accept any substitutes provided by the Company, but, may contract a substitute of their
own.

1 | Page
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8. FORCE MAJEURE: In the event that the performance of any of the covenants of this agreement
shall be prevented by an act of God, the acts and regulations of public authorities, or labor disputes,

acts of the public enemy, acts of superior governmental authority, or other circumstances, or cause
beyond their or its reasonable control, the City and Company shall be respectively relieved of their

obligations hereunder with respect to the performance(s) so prevented. In the above mentioned event,
should City look to reschedule the performance( s), the parties will use best efforts to seek to agree

terms similar to the terms and conditions of this Contract.
9. COMPENSATION:

The City shall compensate

Company

for the Work at the

agreed upon Exhibit A. All invoices are due under Government Code Sec. 2251.021, and are
payable to Company at 10 Crosby Street, Floor 2, New York, NY 10013.

The City shall not be

responsible for any payment to Company for any additional services or expenses not specifically
included in Exhibit A, except upon execution of an amendment to this Contract in writing by both

parties. Parties shall attempt to resolve any payment disputes within thirty (30) days after the invoice
date.

10. INSURANCE REQUIREMENTS: Company shall provide all required City of Galveston
certificates of coverage and all renewals throughout the duration of the Project.

For each required

policy except Workers’ Compensation protection, Company shall name the City as an additional
insured and shall provide that the policy require the insurance carrier to notify the City a minimum of

thirty days (30) in advance of cancellation of all or part of the policy. All insurance policies are to be
issued by an insurance company authorized to do business in the State of Texas and using an insurance

company with an A.M. Best rating of B+ or better. All subcontractors utilized must also comply with
these specifications as if they were the winning proposer.

Specific details of coverage limits and

conditions are listed below.
Required Insurance:
a.

Commercial general liability insurance, naming the City of Galveston as an additional

insured and as certificate holder, and waiving subrogation per the contractual
requirements of this project. Limits are to be equal to or greater than:

2,000,000 general liability (includes products and personal, etc.)
1,000, 000 fire damage

1,000,000 automobile damage
500, 000 workers compensation employers’ liability

Statutory limits for workers compensation
Insurance coverage shall be on an “ occurrence basis”
11. TERMINATION:

This Contract may be terminated for any reason, including breach of contract

prior to completion of the Work by either party upon 30 days' written notice to the other. If, through
any cause, Company shall fail to fulfill in a timely and proper manner his/ her obligations under this

contract, the City shall thereupon have the right to terminate this Contract by giving written notice to
Company of such termination and specifying the effective date thereof, at least thirty ( 30) days before

the effective date of such termination. In the event of early termination, City shall pay Company for
all work performed and expenses incurred through the date of termination specified in the notice of

termination. Notwithstanding the above, Company shall not be relieved of liability to the City for
damages sustained by the City by virtue of any breach of the Contract by Company or its subordinates

and the exact amount of damages due the City from Company shall be determined through the dispute
resolution mechanism defined herein.
2 | Page
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12. INDEMNIFICATION. FOR CONSIDERATION RECEIVED, Company shall, to the extent
allowable, indemnify, save and hold the City of Galveston harmless, including City’ s officers,

agents, employees and servants, from any third party claims, actions, lawsuits, proceedings,
damages, loss, judgments, liabilities or expense on account of damage to property and injuries,

including death, to the extent caused by any negligent act, intentional tort, intellectual property
infringement, or failure to pay a subcontractor or supplier of Company or those acting under

Company’ s supervision or control in the performance of the Work. Company shall not be
responsible, however, for any loss, damage, liability or expense on account of damage to property

and injuries, including death, by which may arise from the negligence of the city. Company shall
comply with the requirements of all current applicable laws, rules and regulations and shall

indemnify and hold harmless the City and its agency members from and against the failure to
comply with those laws, and shall assume full responsibility for payments of Federal, State and

local taxes on contributions imposed or required under the Social Security, worker's
compensation and income tax laws in relation to the Work.

Notwithstanding anything to the contrary in this Contract, in no event will either party be liable
to the other party for any incidental, indirect, special, consequential or punitive damages. The

City agrees that the maximum liability of Company arising out of or in any way connected to
this Agreement will not exceed twice ( 2X) the fees paid by the City to the Company during the

twelve (12) months preceding the act, omission or occurrence giving rise to such liability.
13. INDEPENDENT

CONTRACTORS:

The parties are independent contractors as to each other.

Nothing in this Contract shall be construed as creating any agency or employment relationship.
Neither Party shall make any representations

tending to create an apparent or implied agency or

employment relationship; neither party has the authority to act for the other or to create obligations or
debts binding on the other; and neither party shall be responsible for any obligations or expenses

incurred by the other.
It is the intent of the parties to this agreement that the Company as an independent contractor will
control the manner and means of its performance( s). The City will control the scheduling of the

performance(s). It is expected that the performer will enter into other similar agreements with other
customers.
14. COPYRIGHT:

The Company specifically warrants and represents that all copyrighted material

to be performed has been licensed or authorized by the copyright owners or their representatives. The
Company shall indemnify the city for any copyright infringement by Company and any expenses that

may result from such copyright infringement during or as the result of the performance(s). As between
the parties, all worldwide intellectual property rights in Remix’ s platform and any developments and

improvements thereto are the exclusive property of Remix and its suppliers.
15. PERMITS: The Company warrants and represents that it has obtained any and all permits,

approvals, and licenses and necessary for the services to be performed. All permits associated with the
project shall be the sole responsibility of Company.
16. PROTECTION OF PERSONS AND PROPERTY: City is responsible for providing protection

of persons and property, including safe working conditions. The Company is responsible for its own
conduct. The City warrants that the venue will be of sufficient size, is of stable construction and is an

open air venue, and that there will be adequate security and/or emergency medical responders available
if foreseeably necessary.
3 | Page
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17. ASSIGNMENT: Neither party hereto may assign its rights or delegate its obligations hereunder
without the written consent of the other party.

18. NO WAIVER: The failure of any party to enforce any provision of this contract shall not be
construed as a waiver or limitation of that party' s right to subsequently enforce that or any other

provision of this Contract.
19. ENTIRE AGREEMENT:

This Contract incorporates all provisions of the attached proposal

and Exhibit A constitutes the sole and only agreement of the parties hereto and supersedes any prior
understandings or written or oral agreements between the parties respecting the subject matter of this

Contract. The Company, by signing this agreement, acknowledges the City of Galveston is entering
into this contract in its governmental capacity, and not a proprietary capacity.

20. SEVERABILITY CLAUSE: The phrases, clauses, sentences, paragraphs or sections of these
conditions are severable.

If any phrase, clause, sentence, paragraph, or section of these conditions

should be declared invalid by the final decree or judgment of any court of competent jurisdiction, such
invalidity shall not affect any of the remaining phrases, clauses, sentences, paragraphs and sections of

these conditions.
21. ATTORNEY' S FEES: In the event there is a dispute concerning this Contract, each party shall

be responsible for its own costs and expenses including attorneys' fees and court costs incurred in the
course of any dispute, mediation, or legal proceeding.

22 APPLICABLE LAW, VENUE, AND JURISDICTION: This Contract shall be construed under
and in accordance with the laws of the State of Texas, with jurisdiction in the courts of the State of

Texas and venue in Galveston, County regardless of where the obligations of the parties were
performed.

By execution of this Contract, the parties agree to subject themselves to the jurisdiction

of the Courts of the State of Texas in all matters relating to or arising out of this Contract or the Work.
23. NOTICES:

All notices required or permitted under this Contract shall be in writing and shall

be deemed given when delivered in person or three days after deposit in the United States Mail,
postage prepaid, addressed to the party' s address reflected at the end of this Contract.

A party' s

notice address may be changed from time to time by that party's providing written notice to the other.
A copy of the notice to the City shall be sent to:
City Attorney

Remix Technologies, LLC

City of Galveston

10 Crosby Street

823 Rosenberg, Suite 203

Floor 2

P. O. Box 779

New York, Ny 10013

Galveston, Texas 77553

The remainder of this page left intentionally blank.)
Signature page follows.)
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties have executed this Agreement in duplicate on the day
and year first above written.

CITY OF GALVESTON, TEXAS

By:

CityManager!!!

Remix Technologies, LLC

By:

City Manager

Name!!!

ATTEST:!

1295!

CitySecretary!!!

VendorSignature!!!

! Insure!

Pay!!!

Perf!!!

Stamp!!!

City Secretary
APPROVED AS TO FORM

CityAttorney!!!
City Attorney
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ADocuSign
Exhibit

Remix Proposal for
Island Transit
James Oliver, Public Transportation General Manager
Date: July 12, 2021
By: Remix Technologies, LLC.
Alyssa Overheul
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About Remix
Our vision is to empower cities to manage all aspects of transportation and create
equitable, safe, and accessible outcomes.
Remix is the only company that brings together the complete transportation picture in a single
software platform. We build products that help cities develop the best transportation outcomes for
their communities. The company was founded in 2014 out of Code for America and has partnered
exclusively with government agencies since its founding.
Our technology enables you to see your data in one place, plan a holistic network, and build
consensus across stakeholders. Remix focuses on technology and expertise that enables
transportation professionals to do their best work through easy-to-use, visual tools to analyze and
design more livable cities, where multiple modes of transportation can thrive.
Over 350 governments around the world leverage Remix’s transportation platform. We bring the
unique expertise of working directly with over 11,000 transportation professionals to build a cloudbased software platform that helps local governments build more livable communities.
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Product Overview
The core data platform enables three distinct workflows for transportation professionals and
decision-makers, powered by open data and open source tools. By pulling data insights into the
planning process, local governments can design better transportation networks, safer, more
multimodal streets, and seamless integration between public and private transportation.

EXPLORE

Access and visualize all of your transportation data first
Gather context and explore problems through quick insights for custom-drawn
and existing geographical boundaries

TRANSIT PLANNING + SCHEDULING

Plan transit from vision through implementation
Design, evaluate, and collaborate all in one place - from a small detour to a full
system redesign, and everything in between. Once your plan is set, take your
vision through to blocking, runcutting, and rostering.

STREET DESIGN

Design streets for the multimodal city
Explore new street design concepts, use data to inform decisions, and move your
ideas forward, faster.

SHARED MOBILITY

Understand the impact of new modes
Coordinate shared mobility programs with partners to accomplish your safety,
equity, and sustainability goals.
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Remix Transit Proposal for Island Transit
Prepared for James Oliver, .

What do I get
with a Remix
Transit License?

By Alyssa Overheul, Remix (alyssa. overheul@ridewithvia. com). Date: July 12, 2021

A full transit planning platform for your entire agency. It’s an annual
subscription for unlimited users, and includes:
Fast and accurate sketch planning using existing stop infrastructure
Instant demographic impact analysis
Instant cost estimates
Unlimited exports (excel, shapefile, KML, frequency- based GTFS, high-resolution
image)
Unlimited custom data layers (polygon-based shapefiles)
Unlimited GTFS uploads
Public engagement and share features
Travel- time isochrone visualizations
Title VI Engine (US) - generate a service equity analysis in less than 10 minutes
Timetables – generate and customize timepoints and segment- level runtimes
Export timetables into excel
Consistent and regular product improvements / feature launches

Customer
support?

Our Success Team brings years of transit experience and works with you to
develop a customized Success Plan. Each plan has three parts:
1.

Onboard (First 60 Days): Identify a first project and work on it together.
Workshops, Project- Assisted Training, Individual Sessions, Video Guides

2.

Plan (Months 2+): Bring your plans to life with Remix.
Regular Check-ins, Best Practices Blog, Remix Webinars, Remix Conference

3.

Measure Results (Months 6+): Document your return on investment (ROI).
Develop ROI Report, Set Yearly Goals, Manage Renewal, Plan Ahead

Technical
requirements?

Remix is entirely web-based and software-as-a-service (SaaS).
Everything is in the cloud -- no installations or downloads. Can access from
anywhere.
Every user gets a login + password
Remix works on the latest version of any browser
Agency- wide annual subscription -- no maintenance fees.
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Remix Explore for Island Transit
Prepared for James Oliver, .

What do I get with
Premium Remix
Explore?

By Alyssa Overheul, Remix (alyssa.overheul@ridewithvia. com). Date: July 12, 2021

A full data management platform for your entire staff. It’s amplifies your
transit/streets/mobility] license with:
US Census data in key demographic areas, including: Population Density, Population
Growth, Jobs, Public Transit to Work, Minority, Poverty, Car-Free Households, Seniors,
Youth, Disability, Limited English, and more datasets.
Geographic data including Political Boundaries: Cities, Counties, Zip Codes, and
Census- designated places
Custom polygon- based shapefiles provided by your agency
Custom datasets provided by your agency, including:
Shared mobility infrastructure data, including docked Bikeshare
Movement data, including traffic speeds data
Line and point-based shapefiles, including bike infrastructure network

What do I get with
Remix Standard
Data?

A lightweight data management platform for your entire staff. It’s amplifies your
transit/streets/mobility] license with:
US Census data in key demographic areas, including: Population Density, Population
Growth, Jobs, Public Transit to Work, Minority, Poverty, Car-Free Households, Seniors,
Youth, Disability, Limited English, and more datasets.
Geographic data including Political Boundaries: Cities, Counties, Zip Codes, and
Census- designated places
Custom polygon- based shapefiles provided by your agency
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Remix Services Agreement for Island Transit
This Services Agreement (“ Agreement”) is entered into between Remix Technologies, LLC., a subsidiary of Via Transportation, Inc. (" Company"), and
Island Transit (" Customer") and will become effective when it is executed by authorized representatives of both parties (the “ Effective Date”).

Scope of Services & Terms
Prepared for James Oliver, Island Transit. By Alyssa Overheul, Remix (alyssa.overheul@ridewithvia.com). Date:
July 12, 2021

Effective Date

August 1, 2021

Commitment Term

3 years

Remix Transit +
Explore Planning
License

17,500 USD per year, based on a total fixed route fleet of up to 23 vehicles
Access to Transit Planning platform
Remix licenses for an unlimited number of users within Island Transit
Enhanced data visualization and analysis
Software as a Service (SaaS): fully hosted, cloud-based web platform
Dedicated Customer Success staff; Premium Enterprise Support: response to requests in 1
business day

Implementation Fee $

2,000 for 1 year due on year one only
Provide onboarding and training for all staff.
Create user accounts
Calibrate and upload key datasets

Marketing Terms

Willingness to work with Remix to develop a case study, mutually agreeable press release, ability
to use Customer as a reference.
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Contact Us
We love discussing all things cities and transportation.
If you have questions about this proposal, please reach out to us at:

Alyssa Overheul
628.239.2455 | alyssa.overheul@ridewithvia. com

TEAM INFO
www.remix.com | team@remix.com
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Service Levels
The Services shall be available 99.9%, measured monthly, excluding holidays and weekends and scheduled maintenance.
If Customer requests maintenance during these hours, any uptime or downtime calculation will exclude periods affected
by such maintenance. Further, any downtime resulting from outages of third party connections or utilities or other reasons
beyond Company’ s control will also be excluded from any such calculation. Customer' s sole and exclusive remedy, and
Company' s entire liability, in connection with Service availability shall be that for each period of downtime lasting longer
than one hour, Company will credit Customer 5% of Service fees for each period of 30 or more consecutive minutes of
downtime; provided that no more than one such credit will accrue per day. Downtime shall begin to accrue as soon as
Customer ( with notice to Company) recognizes that downtime is taking place, and continues until the availability of the
Services is restored. In order to receive downtime credit, Customer must notify Company in writing within 24 hours from
the time of downtime, and failure to provide such notice will forfeit the right to receive downtime credit. Such credits may
not be redeemed for cash and shall not be cumulative beyond a total of credits for one (1) week of Service Fees in any
one ( 1) calendar month in any event. Company will only apply a credit to the month in which the incident occurred.
Company’ s blocking of data communications or other Service in accordance with its policies shall not be deemed to be a
failure of Company to provide adequate service levels under this Agreement.
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Professional Services

In addition to product support, Remix can provide the following services at an additional fee to be
mutually agreed upon, in writing, at the time they are requested. Remix Services may include but are
not limited to the following examples:

Task

Example

Data Entry

Timetable updates

GTFS

Building new GTFS

Reporting & analysis

Custom reports on or analysis of agency data or region in
Remix
Remix executed run cuts
Assistance planning for fixed route. on-demand and flexible
services

Facilitation & Training

Remix-led stakeholder facilitation
Additional on-site training

Data Visualization

GIS analysis

Rates for these services are provided below:
Role

2021 Rates

Project Manager $

200 per hour

Associate $

150 per hour
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DATE ( MM/ DD/ YYYY)

CERTIFICATE OF LIABILITY INSURANCE

7/29/2021

THIS CERTIFICATE IS ISSUED AS A MATTER OF INFORMATION ONLY AND CONFERS NO RIGHTS UPON THE CERTIFICATE HOLDER. THIS
CERTIFICATE DOES NOT AFFIRMATIVELY OR NEGATIVELY AMEND, EXTEND OR ALTER THE COVERAGE AFFORDED BY THE POLICIES
BELOW. THIS CERTIFICATE OF INSURANCE DOES NOT CONSTITUTE A CONTRACT BETWEEN THE ISSUING INSURER( S), AUTHORIZED
REPRESENTATIVE OR PRODUCER, AND THE CERTIFICATE HOLDER.
IMPORTANT: If the certificate holder is an ADDITIONAL INSURED, the policy( ies) must have ADDITIONAL INSURED provisions or be endorsed.
If SUBROGATION IS WAIVED, subject to the terms and conditions of the policy, certain policies may require an endorsement. A statement on
this certificate does not confer rights to the certificate holder in lieu of such endorsement( s).
CONTACT
NAME:
PHONE
A/C, No, Ext):
E-

PRODUCER

Cottingham & Butler
Matt Murray
800 Main St
Dubuque IA 52001

FAX
A/C, No):

563- 587- 5000

563- 583- 7339

MAILADDRESS:

INSURER( S) AFFORDING
INSURER A :
VIATRAN- 02

INSURED

Remix Technologies LLC
10 Crosby Street, Floor 2
New York NY 10013

COVERAGE

NAIC #

Pacific Insurance Company, Limited

10046

INSURER B :
INSURER C :
INSURER D :
INSURER E :
INSURER F :

COVERAGES

CERTIFICATE

NUMBER: 273631419

REVISION NUMBER:

THIS IS TO CERTIFY THAT THE POLICIES OF INSURANCE LISTED BELOW HAVE BEEN ISSUED TO THE INSURED NAMED ABOVE FOR THE POLICY PERIOD
INDICATED.
NOTWITHSTANDING
ANY REQUIREMENT, TERM OR CONDITION OF ANY CONTRACT OR OTHER DOCUMENT WITH RESPECT TO WHICH THIS
CERTIFICATE
MAY BE ISSUED OR MAY PERTAIN, THE INSURANCE
AFFORDED BY THE POLICIES DESCRIBED HEREIN IS SUBJECT TO ALL THE TERMS,
EXCLUSIONS AND CONDITIONS OF SUCH POLICIES. LIMITS SHOWN MAY HAVE BEEN REDUCED BY PAID CLAIMS.
ADDL SUBR

POLICY

OF
NUMBERTYPE
EFFPOLICY
MM/ DD/ YYYY)
INSURANCELTRINSR
INSD WVD
A

X

COMMERCIAL

GENERAL LIABILITY

X

CLAIMS- MADE

GEN' L AGGREGATE
POLICY

Y

Y

91 YR3 OH8163

9/15/ 2020

POLICY EXP(
MM/ DD/ YYYY)

10/ 1/2021

OCCUR

LIMITS(
EACH OCCURRENCE
DAMAGE TO RENTED $
PREMISES ( Ea occurrence)

1,000, 000

MED EXP ( Any one person)

5,000

PERSONAL &

1,000, 000

ADV INJURY

100, 000

LIMIT APPLIES PER:

GENERAL AGGREGATE

10, 000, 000

PROJECT

PRODUCTS -

10,000, 000

LOC

COMP/ OP AGG

OTHER:
A

AUTOMOBILE

X

LIABILITY

91 YR2 OH8165

9/15/ 2020

10/ 1/2021

COMBINED SINGLE LIMIT
Ea accident)

ANY AUTO

BODILY INJURY ( Per person)

SCHEDULEDOWNED
AUTOSAUTOS
ONLY
NON- OWNED
HIRED
AUTOS ONLY
AUTOS ONLY

BODILY INJURY ( Per accident)

X

Symbol 10
UMBRELLA

OCCUR

EACH OCCURRENCE

CLAIMS- MADE

AGGREGATE

RETENTION $

WORKERS COMPENSATION
AND EMPLOYERS' LIABILITY

OF OPERATIONS /

STATUTEPER

Y/ N

ANY PROPRIETOR/ PARTNER/ EXECUTIVE
OFFICER/ MEMBER EXCLUDED?
Mandatory in NH)
If yes, describe under
DESCRIPTION OF OPERATIONS below

DESCRIPTION

PROPERTY DAMAGE
Per accident)

Period 2 & 3

LIAB $

EXCESS LIAB
DED

1,000, 000

LOCATIONS /

N/ A

VEHICLES ( ACORD 101, Additional

EROTH-

E. L. EACH ACCIDENT

Remarks Schedule,

E. L. DISEASE -

EA EMPLOYEE

E. L. DISEASE -

POLICY LIMIT

may be attached if more space is required)

Period 1 Limits - Bodily injury ( per person) Limit $ 50,000, Bodily Injury ( per accident) Limit $ 100,000, Property Damage Limit $ 30,000 - Symbol 11
The certificate holder is additional insured on the General Liability policy per written contract between the named insured and the certificate holder that requires
such a status subject to the terms and conditions of the endorsement attached to the policy. The General Liability policy includes a waiver of subrogation in
favor of the certificate holder per written contract between the named insured and the certificate holder that requires such a status subject to the terms and
conditions of the endorsement attached to the policy.
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HOLDER
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THE EXPIRATION
DATE THEREOF,
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WILL BE DELIVERED
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ACCORDANCE WITH THE POLICY PROVISIONS.
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THE
COVERAGE AFFORDED
BY THE
POLICIES BELOW.
BETWEEN THE ISSUING INSURER( S),
AUTHORIZED REPRESENTATIVE

THIS

CERTIFICATE

OF

INSURANCE

DOES

NOT

CONFERS
NO
OR ALTER

CONSTITUTE A

CONTRACT

MM/ DD/ YYYY) 07/30/ 2021 IMPORTANT: If the certificate holder is an ADDITIONAL INSURED, the policy( ies) must have
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If SUBROGATION IS WAIVED, subject to the terms and conditions of the policy, certain policies may
require an endorsement. A statement on this certificate does not confer rights to the certificate holder

A/

OR

PRODUCER,

AND

THE

CERTIFICATE

PRODUCER
Aon Risk
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Office
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MAILADDRESS:

INSURER
D:INSURER E:
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F: FAX(
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PHONE(
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C. No. Ext):
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COVERAGE
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AFFORDING

INSURED 21 13United

C.
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800)
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Fire Insurance
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floor

Syndicate No.
1969INSURER B:
INSURER C:

New

10013-

York NY
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FOR

THE

POLICY

PERIOD

INDICATED.

NOTWITHSTANDING

ANY

REQUIREMENT,

TERM
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CONTRACT
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IS SUBJECT TO ALL THE
EFF (

SUBRWVDINSR LTR ADDL
POLICY
MM/
YYYY)
POLICY
OF

requested POLICY
EXP (MM/ DD/

DD/YYYY)

TERMS, Limits
shown are as

INSD

NUMBER TYPE

LIABILITY CLAIMS-

INSURANCE

MADE OCCUR POLICY
LOC
EACH OCCURRENCE

LIMITS

DAMAGE TO

RENTED PREMISES ( Ea

occurrence)

MED EXP (

Any one

GENERAL AG REGATE PRODUCTS - COMP/ OP AGG
GEN'
COMMERCIAL
GENERAL
L

person)

PERSONAL & ADV INJURY

AGGREGATE
LIMIT

Per accident) BODILY
INJURY ( Per

APPLIES

AUTOS

PER: PROLIABILITY
ANY

JECT
OTHER: AUTOMOBILE

applies
SIR
UMBREL A

SINGLE

1,000, 000 per policy
terms

LIMIT

1,000, 000
OCCUR

09/ 15/

2020

Ea accident)

accident) COMBINED

NON- OWNED

AUTOS ONLY
BODILY INJURY (

ONLY SCHEDULED
AUTOS HIRED

AUTO OWNED
AUTOS

ONLY

Per person) PROPERTY DAMAGE

&
LIAB X
EXCESS

CLAIMS- MADE

AGGREGATE

EACH OCCURRENCE

DED

conditions

PARTNER / EXECUTIVE OFFICER/
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000, 000 X OTH- ERPER
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N
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/
09/ 25/

000 Y N
/
Mandatory in NH)
2021 1,000,
AN WORKERS COMPENSATION AND
EMPLOYERS' LIABILITY If

OPERATIONS

ACCIDENT $

EMPLOYE E. L.
DISEASE-

POLICY LIMIT

E.

LIABB 09/ 15/2021CSDIG20 0 2 RETENTIONX

describe under

DESCRIPTION

X E. L.
DISEASE- EA

STATUTEA09/ 25/ 2020

PROPRIETOR
ANY /

yes,

below 1,
000, 000

4087398834 DESCRIPTION OF

OPERATIONS / LOCATIONS / VEHICLES ( ACORD 101, Addit onal Remarks Schedule, may be

attached if more space
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of
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in accordance with
the
policy provisions of the umbrella
liability policy. A Waiver of Subrogation is granted in
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in accordance
with
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policy provisions
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the Umbrella Liability

and
Workers
logo
are registered marks of
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SHOULD
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ABOVE
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